
In the name of Allah 

the most 

Compassionate and Merciful! 



In the name of Allah, 

the aost merciful, the most compassionate, 

The victory of the Islamic Revolution shocked the East and the 

West, so that U.S. became frustrated with the failure of its 

intelligence apparatus in deterring revolutions. Despite its 

sophisticated methods, extensive resources and huge amount of 

accumulated experience, the C.I.A. failed to render a timely 

and correct analysis on the growth of the Islamic Revolution, 

its organization, leadership, and how it influenced the masses. 

The unmatched unity of our nation and their faith in victory, 

under the leadership of the Imam, provided the world with a 

unique pattern on bringing about an Islamic Revolution. 

After the victory of the Islamic Revolution, the Americans 

decided to correct their points of weakness, since their 

official sources including military and civilian officials of 

the former regime had lost their capabilities. Others like the 

Liberation Movement members who provided the U.S. wittingly or 

not, with all kinds of information in their official and 

unofficial meetings, were not able to satisfy the intelligence 

needs of the Americans. 

Their growing enmity with Islam and the Islamic Revolution 

compelled them to hatch plots as a countermeasure, which in 

turn necessitated access to full and basic information on the 

integrity of the Revolution. 

(1) 



The counter-revolutionary forces move on to gain a better 

undcr'.;tn1:,1inp: of the social,e1..:onomlc,politi.:al anJ ideological 

gaps that may exist in revolutionary ranks. This pattern is 

not confined to counterrevolutionary forces in Iran, but all 

throughout the world popular movements free :>imil:tr plots which 

aim at the following objectives: 

A) Identifying revolutionary figures and those 

entered their ranks with unrevolutionary attitudes. 

1Jho have 

BJ Use of al 1 related information in their plots and 

conspiracies to divert the direction of a revolution. Western 

oriented figures are considered as the main hopes in this 

effort, and heavy investments are made for them to occupy key 

revolutionary positions. 

CJ Use of information in forcefully countering a revolution, 

which include: overthrow, military agression and the assassin_ 

ation of revolutionary leaders. 

D) Providing information to the political allies of the 

power whose interests are threatened. '-imilarity of interests 

and political goals in most cases urges the format ion of an 

alliance of various countries and powers, to bring about a 

co-ordination which is essential in carrying out any common 

plot against a revolution. They exchange information in order 

to strengthen their co-ordination. 

A document included in this book explains the issue clearly. 

It concerns the report of a briefing session he!~ by C. I.A 

analysts for a =eev AlC)on, MOSAD" Israeli Espionage Service" 

representative in C. I.A. 

(2) 

The close affiliation of MOSAD and C.I.A and their common 

espionage objectives in collecting information on the Palesti

nian revolution eliminates differences that may not only exist 

between America and Israel but also between their intelligence 

agencies, to enable them to function as one 

carrying out a co-ordinated program. 

Discovering, identifying and hiring of an 

organization in 

information 

source within an organization are the most important and 

effective C.I.A measures, and the agency applies all s0phisti

cated methods in this connection. 

Usually other spies and sources identify a potential source, 

while necessary actions are taken to hire him only after full 

investigation is conducted on his personal background. 

The agency pays a lot of attention to certain personal 

characteristics that com~ell the individual to collaborate 

with those whom he used to look at as his staunch enemies at 

one time.these characteristics are as follows: 

1. Common political positions usually are the most important 

cause of their collaboration with C.I.A.they consent to act as 

a spy and an information source for the C.I.A due to their 

faith in the western political system and culture.Amir Entezam 

and Moghaddam Maraghei ( see books No 10 and 24 of our publi

cations fall in this category, because they voluntarily 

placed all information at the disposal of the Central Intelli

gence Agency. 

(3) 



2. Ideological frustration: Those who find unattended flows 

in the ideological approach of their respective organizations 

gradually become attracted to the opposition pole. M~ny of the 

c.I.A sources are the former hardline communists who were 

employed by the Agency, after their frustration with their own 

school of thought. 

3 • Financial needs: Financial needs sometimes urge an indi_ 

vidual to volunteer for espionage. While approaching their 

sources, even those who are not in financial needs, C.I.A. 

officials provide them with gifts or wages in order to insure 

their collaboration. 

Although the above points do not include all techniques 

exploited by intelligence agencies,they provide the basis for the 

introduction of the present book tit led " Palestine- ( 3 ·) " 

Book No. 44: PALESTINE ( 3) • 

This book contains documents related with a C.I.A operation 

aimed at collecting intelligence from within 

Revolution. The main agent of this operation is 

the Islamic 

unidentified, 

but the Centeral Intelligence Agency reffers to him as 

"M.G.Barge/l " or " B/l ". The documents generally 

following information on him: 

include 

1. Membership in Fatah Organization: B/l is a high ranking 

Fatah official, being perhaps the main reason for the C. I.A's 

attempt to hire him. He is also an expert on military training. 

According to a document: " B/l and M/l are in a position to be 

aware of all Fatah military training." 

(4) 

M/l is another spy code named " M.G.Mnrtyr/l " whosa 

connection with B/l will be explained in other sections. 

2. The documents do not state when he was hired lly the C.I.A, 

but reports indicate that he must have been a long time 

hireling. It should also be noted that the substantial part of 

these documents deal with Barge's activities in Iran,therefore 

his reports in other fields are not available at the Tehran 

intelligence collecting station. 

3. How " Barge " came to Iran: following the victory of the 

Islamic Revolution.Islamic Republic's support for the Palestinian Revolution 

paved the way for a s~rious co-operation between the Islamic 

Revolution and the Palestinian Liberation Organization. Thus a 

PLO delegation arrived in Iran t0 provide the Islamic Revolu_ 

tion Guards corps with the essential military training. Barge 

was a high ranking member and probably the head of the 

delegation. 

4. According to another document Barge is seriously anti-

communist, but no clue is given as to the rcacon for his 

opposition or attitude. This, however, has been an effective 

factor in his collaboration with C.l.A. 

5. Barge's salary prior to May 22 , 19~<1 was about 2000 

lebanese Lira, but the Centeral Intelligence Agency considered 

his financial problems and increased his salary to 4000 leba_ 

ne"e Lira which is equal to Rials 100,000. 

(5) 



6. Although Iran was his main area of operation in 1979, 

the C.I.A station in Tehran was not responsible for establi_ 

shing contacts with him. but due to the sensitivity of his 

connections with the agency, Beirut station got in touch with 

him through a third party, code-named " M.G.Martyr/l "· In his 

contacts, M/l would receive the code-written messages from B/l 

and later submit them personally to the C.I.A officials. 

7. Because of his critical mission and his membership in 

Fatah, B/l was also in contact with the Palestinian Embassy in 

Tehran. 

a. Bil's work facilitated his contacts with different C.I.A 

sections for which he collected information. A glance at the 

documents indicate that the collected information are usually 

on the following issues: 

A-Islamic Revolution Guards Corps, its organization,number 

of personel,arms,training,its significant figures, and finally 

the social and geographical strata the Guards belong to. 

Since the Guards Corps comprises the front liners of the 

Islamic Revolution in confronting the counter-revolutionaries, 

all other forces intending to attack or counter the revolution, find 

the Corps " Sepah " as a consolidated embankment before them. 

therefore, in the first ins~ance, they must collect basic 

information about the Guards Corps. 

c.I.A, as the main intelligence front for the foreign based 

counter-revolution launched an operation to gain necessary 

knowledge on this newly established revolutionary institution, 

through Barge's good contacts with the Guards Corps. 

(6) 

Based on the exchanged information, one must admit that 

Barge's lack of intelligence, his unfamiliarity with the 

culture and attitude of the muslim revolutionaries,and lack of 

correct guidanc~ fr,m the C. I.A did not bring the success C. I.A 

expected to have through him. 

B. Power system and sovereignty in Iran: Oifferences 

between the Imam and the provisional government, and the 

important clergymeri • s attitude towards the leader of the Islamic 

Revolution. 

The newly established structure of the Islamic Republic,the 

unique leadership of the Imam which endowed it with the gift 

of stability, and the surprising spread of it outside the 

Iranian borders were always the main source of confusion car 

those who intended to analyse the revolution. 

These factors on the one hand, and the unrivalled unity of 

our nation in the areana of their struggle for victory forced 

the anti-revolutionary plotters to revise their standard and 

out-dated conspiracies. C.I.A analysts, therefore, appealed to 

individuals like Barge, to have access to basic and essential 

information on the revolutionary circles. But C.I.A did not 

gain much in this field either, because Barge did not approach 

events dynamically. 

c. A general situation report on Iran, the revolution, 

Khuzestan-related issues, and Kurdistan situation. 



Excluding the Khuzestan issues on which Barge could have 

a positive operation due to his contacts with the PLO office 

in that province, Other reports included in this part were 

nothing but routine agenda for B/l. Because all C.I.A agents 

must dispatch their comments on the environment, and the 

activities that take place around them. Even these comments 

reflect Barge's personal understanding and are 

numberless deficiencies. 

plagued with 

The only case in which Barge rendered an interesting analy_ 

sis was his report on Tudeh Party, the reason being his anti

communist attitude. 

Overview 

As stated in the above, this book is about the operations 

of a PLO, Fatah member for the Central Intelligence Agency of 

America. 

If Brage's espionage operations, and his position in P.L.O. 

arc scrutinized carefully, one would wonder why he did all 

this. W~y should he pretend to be struggling against Zionism 

and its advocate U.S.A, but in reality act as a direct spy for 

America and an indirect one for Zionism? 

Is :ionism not the main enemy of the Palestinian nation and a 

usurper of their Lands? 

The introduction of the book No. 42 titled Palestine ( 1 ) 

and its documents reflected the P.L.O functions and the 

prevailing attitude of its leader~hip. 

(8) 

Reliance on political games.foreign dependence,aimlessness and 

the absurd attempts of individuals and groups ruling over 

P.L.O forced the organization to invest on political maneuvers 

and to follow the same politics as those of the reactionary 

Arab regimes, instead of fighting the enemies of the 

Palestinian nation directly. 

These groups will inflict a detrimental blow on the ?uds 

librating revolution. The C.I.A infiltration and 

the existence of agents such as Barge in the top dec;sion-

m:1king echelons of these same Palestinian groups are the 

unquestionable results of the absence of an Islamic faith in 

the P.L.O's leadership hierarchy. 

The Palestinian moslcm revolutionaries mtist make a basic 

revision on groups that are acting a~ th~ir representatives, 

otherwise, these same groups will further produce traitor 

clements like Barge and Martyr. 

In the recent years, the activities of the above-mentioned 

clements have had a negative impact tlTI the Palestinian rcvolt1_ 

:1·.)io, and the following cases indicatC' thnt the revolution is 

hci;1,, forced to make compromisc5: 

-·\bandonm(~nt of an armed struggle for political moves; 

- Lack of a decisive stand against thC' ramp Davicl conspiracy, 

.ind enga~ing, instead, in political rhetoric as the sole 

t'nuntermcasurc; 

(9) 



Accepting the Fahad Plan as an implicit acceptance of the 

Camp David conspiracy; 

Holding direct talks with U.S. puppets such as king Hossain 

on the formation of a joint Jordana-Palestinian confedration; 

Evacuating Beirut and leaving it to the Zionist front; 

Establishing close ties with the Egyptian regime which has 

signed Camp David accords; 

Launching all efforts to facilitate the return of Egypt to 

the Islamic fold; 

Opposing the progressive frontline states; 

By looking at the vague future based on these efforts, the 

Palestinian nation will certainly feel disappointed, but 

Almighty-Allah's promise for help will undoubtedly come true, 

and the brave sons and the unknown herose of Palestine will 

finally launch their real struggle, which is according to our 

Imam based on "the use of machine-guns that are only dependent 

on faith" may we witness the final victory of Islam. 

Moslem students following the 

line of the Imam. 

(I 0) 
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SECRET 

CITE TEHRAN 5411 

TO: IMMEDIATEBEIR DIRECTOR. 

WNINTEL MJBARGE lNTEL 

REF: BEIRUT 5488!li 

1. IN ADDITION TO 
WOULD BE INTERESTED IN AN IN 
THE SOCIALIST WORKERS' PARTY, 
MEMBERS HAVE BEEN SENTENCED T 
HAVE ANY PALESTINIAN--? RHA S 
CURRENT MEMBURSHIP, OBJECTIVES 

2. WE HAVE HEARD THAT 
NID-JULY. CAN B/1 CONFIR AN 
ANY CHANGE OFFICE WILL RE P N 

REQUIREMENTS ALREADY FURNISHED , WE 
MJBARGE/l HAS OF GAN ACQUIRE ON 

OME TWELVE OF WHOSE ALLEGED 
DEATH IN AHVAZ. DOES THE PARTY 
FLP--CONNECTIONS? WHAT ARE ITS 
AND ACTIVITIES? 

0 OFFICE IN AHVAZ WAS CLOSED CIRCA 
PROVIDE CIRCUMSTANCES OF CLOSURE? 

3. NO FILE. RVW SEP 99 DRY D9C.I. fLL SECRET. 
SECRET 

Note: This is a typed text of a shredded document which was recon!ltructed; 

the reason being its opacity which makes it unfit fol' printing purposes. 

Between-the-letters' space in dicates that the shreds were either incomplete 

or they were fully un intelligible. 
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11 OCT 79 

S E C R E T 1~173~Z OCT 79 STAFF 

CITE BEIRUT 54836 

TO: DIRECTOR, TEHRAN. 

WNJNTEL INTEL SDVALID 

REPS: A. DIRECTOR 528725 
B. TEHRAN 54407 

1. IF ESFAHANI OF REFS HAS ARRIVED LEBANOh SINCE I OCT 
HE. HAS KEPT VERY tow PROFILE. TO BEST OUR KNOWLEDGE ThERE 
HAS BEEN NO PRESS COVERAGE OF HIS GREAT EMINE~CE. QUERIED 
MJBRIDGE/1 AT l~ OCT MF.F.TTNG ANll l!F. HAD NOT Hl,ARD OF HFAllANI. 
MJBRIDGE/1 WJI.L CRECK TO ENSllRE l'E NOT MISS IN!; OUT ON \ JSIT. 

2. THERE IIAS BEEN CONSIDERABl.E PRESS COVEHAGE FOR VISIT OF 
DEPUTY PRIME MINISTER DR. SADEQ TABATABA'I, WllO ARRIVED IN 
LEBANON ON 7 OCT AND DEPARTED ON 9 OCT. WE H~VE TASKEP 
APPROPRIATE ASSETS TO REPORT ANY SIGNIFICANT NON-PUBLIC DEVEL
OPMENTS RE THIS VISIT, AND WE'LL PROVIDF. RESU•.TS TO AllllEF.S IF 
OBTAINED. 

3. PLS ADVISE IT' SUMMARY OF '1'ABATABA' I'S PUBLIC i\CTIVITIIJS 
HERE WOULD BE OF ANY ASSISTANCE. 

4. NO FILE. RVW l~ OCT 99 ORV D9C.J ALL SECRET. 
S E C R E T 

• 
• 
• .. , 
• 
• 
• 
• 

WHAT STA , 
'~ENEVEry POSSI!Li IT BE S• 
CONSIDEP.ABLE DrcAf I~ DISSEMINA 
A ~D HL TOO OFTE~! IT ULTIMATE!. Y IS NOT D 
THE COMMUNirY BUr IS SIMPLY ~!LFASEC ro NFAC FJR 
SOGGEST STAIION CJNTI~UE "'O ZRWA!OO A!.L B/1 ~iPJiTS 
REVI•w 01 ~r~~. COJNr~r C0\7E~T • 

2. hAVF FOLLJ~I~G sr~CIFIC COMME~TS ON REF: 

P.t PA<iA SIX: .\L"'H''G~::r T'!f P\:OI ;:_,$ MADS G'..FA'? IT !N'!'~:.;D·, 
0i SPREAnJ~] THE ISLA~IC HEVOLU1IONA~Y F~I~CIPt:• ~s •I ~Lr A· 
PQSSIBL!, A~~ A~TROaG~ LI8YAN LFAtEH ~~·A~MAR 'ACEAFI I A~Si 
VE&Y INlE~rsrgD I~ r~i F10PllATION Of ISLA~Ic I~EOLJ:!, ·, =.v . 
NO INFOQMATIO~ JO CO~FIR~ TEE AILEJ~~IOh T6AT LIBYA AKC I~l~ ~A\, 
ENTF~!J IN~O A ~!~DI\; C~O?~HATIOh ro 5P~EAD ~U5LI~ I~iA~. 
N~° CAN l'I 1'E'.:I~Y T'iA'I' sec• AN A·}~L.'1Et.:T ns Td: F!'RPOoi. ji' 

~OHA~~AD ~Oh!AZ~cI'S ra~I! J~~y ll79 VISIT TO LI3!!. I~ ~A:?, 
ACC0Q~I~G TJ TnIPCLI ~~B!~L 1?77 DATEI 5 JrLY 197;, "vJ~rAZ'~I 
TAL~YD AT L~~~T~. E=? SAID ~ITTL: or SUB!TA,~i". -
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• 
• 
• 
• 
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• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

3, lNFORMATlON OS lRA~IAN S _, 
OCR WAS iSP!ClALLT APPRECIATIVE FOR TFE INF -
CHAMl>AM. ANY ADDITIONAL BIO ON aIM 'OULD BF APPRE 

4. ~Ire !/l'S VSIABLISH~~ ACCESS TO SENIOR R~LJ:;IQDS iIG~~" 
INCL0DING AYATOLLAH •HO~EINl, SUGGEST StATIO~ SIL~CT AFPiOF~lATE 
!FQOIRPM•Nrs FRO~ FOILOWI~G, WHICH UPCAllD EY NFAC: 

A. '5AT IS Tiil CURRENT STATE OF R!LATI1NS ~iTI~~~ 
(iiOMRINI ANn S~AtllAf-~ADARI? WILL SHAIIAT-~ADARI ~o~r 
ACTIVFLY SU?PO?T A ~ODEqATS OPPOSITIO~ G0 0UP NJ• T~A1 
ARTICL! V OF TEI :ONSTITJTICN APPEARS TO INSTI1~TICNiLIZ~ 
CLE'!ICAL LEADERSiiIP OF Tlil :;onR~'IEST1 ,;Jrll )1 0·1 H! rR~ 
MOSLEl'I PEOPLE~ ISLA."11C liIP'll!LIC PA"TY DOES ~lii\'.l.IA1-MA~Ll 
WOii? IS SHARil!-1AD•RI IN COSfAC? WITE ~A'~IIAi? ,~;
DO!S HE THIN~ ~F !Ai~TIAR'S ACTIVI!ItS? 

E. ~aAT ~AS TB~ ~FFEC! OF TALAJAhI'S LE\!• o~ r~! 
CLE?ICAL COl".MUn~Y? AFi', TfZRE :-10!';. ;)?EN CONFLlG1$ ;:J.1 
!!FT"'!?"~' T?F SE'NIO:i. QO;-, AYA!OLI.AES (~HARlA"'-MP.0'"1, 
GOLPAY3ANI, MA1AS=I-~AJA 9 I) ANC 'FO~EINI'S C!~P? i'AT •AS 
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SE CR ET .311357Z OCT 79 DEFERRED TELEPOUCH 

CITE TEHRAN 5 4&35 

!01 lo/ASHING TON INFO l'EIRUT, 

F('? I C/NE/1'1AN INFO C/NE/SLJ 

$JEJECT: . WNINTEL INTEL -- PLO DELEGATION TO !RAN 

J, COMPLETE LIST OF NAMES OF MID-OCTOBER PLO DELEGATION 
TO l'HN WAS NEVER PUBLISHED HERE, SDTRAMP/I PROVIDED THE LLST 
al 29 OCTOBER; IT IS FORWARDED FOR THE RECORD. 

ABU J EH AD, SECOND IN COMMAND TO ARAFAT, 

~.BU 'i AL ID, DESCRIBEJJ AS MEMBER OF MILITA'lY OPERATICNS 
aJ«EAU OF "THE PALESTINIAN REVOLUTION," 

S~KHAR ABU N A Z A R, DESCRIBED AS !':EMBER OF THE D !RECTORY 
!'!Jl\RD OF FATAH RESPONSIBLE FOR MILITARY OPERATIONS IN SOUTH 
L~B.CNON, 

COLONEL FAKHR AL H USS E I N I, DESCRIBED AS A COMl':ANDER 
IN S~IQA, 

H~NI A L - H A S S A N, PLO REP IN TEHRAN, 

2, T/J SAID THE WAFA CORRESPONDENT IN TEHRAN TOLD HIM THAT 
ltiOMEINI HAD BEEN HELPFUL IN PROVIDING FINANCIAL HELP TO THE 
PLO CNF!>. 

3. NO FILE. RV\i.' 310CT99 DRV D9C, J, ALL SECRET. 
SECRET 

ZNav 79 I I 3 9 <: 

S l C R E T 0122~=Z NOV 7~ STAFF 

CITE DIREC1JR 54402~. 

10: BU RUT lt..FO T1ERAN. 

~~JNrEL MJBARGE INTEL 

t.~F: ~LB-18,692 BEIRUT 54~65 

1. ~I5B CONGiATDLAii BANASCO ON OBTAINING SEF PEPJRT. 
IT IS ON A SUBJlCT OF ~IGB INTER~ST AND ~AS VEEY TIMELY. 
TB! R~PJRT ~AS LSE~ IN fHE DC! MJRNING NjTES, I~ A ~E~JE~~DilM 
10 THi DI§iCTOR or NFAC, AND IN A PDB ANN~X. I1 ~ILL ~E 
GhADED A 10". NEEDLESS TO SAT, ~!LCOME CONTI~UED RSFOqIING 
ON THIS TOPIC. 

S E C ~·E ~ILE: 201-9~G977. Rh 01NJV99 DF,V ngc.1 ALL SECRET. 
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